Discussion for "How Millennials Became the Burnout Generation"

Section

For this assignment, you will post a comment and then respond to comments from 2 other students.
Your comment: at least 25 words
Response 1: at least 25 words
Response 2: at least 25 words

All of your work for this assignment will total at least 75 words in total.

Your comment:
Choose from one of the following to write about:
Did you have a point of confusion within this work? If so, where was it?
OR
Did you mark a golden sentence? If so, what is it? Why do you think you might have marked it?
OR

While this article deals with the social and economic pressures "millennials" (born between about 1980 and 2000) now face, it has been argued that the next generation (sometimes called post-Millennial) of which a lot of you are a part of, are feeling these same kinds of pressures. In what ways do you see similarities between what this author talks about and your own life and/or the lives of your family and friends?

Once you have posted your comment, you will then see everyone else's comments and responses. For your responses, you want to answer the following:
If it's a point of confusion, help the student out. What does that passage mean? Help explain it.
OR
If it's a golden sentence, how might the student use it as evidence in a paper? Does it sum up a larger argument well? If so, what argument?
OR

If the student is opening up about their own life, support them and/or share something relevant about your own life also.

*Remember that these discussions, like our discussions in face to face class, need to remain civil. No inflammatory language or name-calling will be tolerated.